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POSTWAR INTERNATIONAL MONETARY STABILIZATION

On April 6, 1943 the United States Treasury by the Treasury Department and the British

Department made public a provisional outline Government respectively. Both plans were

of a plan for postwar international monetary drawn up as a basis for discussion and ex-

stabilization drafted by American technical ex- change of views; neither Government is com-

perts. The next day the British Government mitted to the proposals put forward by-its ex-
issued in London tentative proposals drafted by perts. These plans have been submitted to the
British experts with the same general objective. Governments of the other United and Associated
The texts of these two plans (currently referred
to as the White plan and the Keynes plan)-_ Nations, and are now being discussed with

are presented below together with brief intro- technical experts from these countries. A num-

ductory statements issued with the plans ber of modifications are under consideration.

A. PLAN SUBMITTED BY UNITED STATES EXPERTS

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT It has been suggested, and with much cogency,

It is still too soon to know the precise form that the task of assuring the defeat of the Axis

and magnitude of postwar monetary probletiis. powers would be made easier if the victims
But it is certain that we shall be confronted with aggression, actual and potential, could have
the task of dealing with three inseparable mone- greater assurance that a victory of the United

tary problems: to prevent the disruption of Nations will not mean in the economic sphere a

foreign exchanges, to avoid the collapse of some repetition of the exchange instability and mone-

monetary systems, and to facilitate the restora- tary collapse that followed the last war. That

tion and balanced growth of international trade. assurance should be given now. The people in
Clearly, such a formidable task can be success- all of the Unted Nations must be encourage
fully handled only through international action. feel themselves on solid ground. They must be

The creation of instrumentalities adequate to given to understand that a victory of the United

deal with the inevitable postwar monetary Nations will not usher in another two decades

problems should not be postponed until the end of widespread economic disruption. The ople
of hostilities. It would be ill-advised if not must know that we at last recognize the funda-

dangerous to leave ourselves unprepared at the mental truth that prosperity, like peace, is

end of the war for the difficult task of inter- ind siblthe appropriate agencies to deal with
national monetary cooperation. We should international economic and monetary problems
begin now to devise an international monetary would be an international stabilization fund
-agency, for the task is certain to take many with resources and powers adequate to the task
months at least. Specific and practical pro-
posals must be formulated by the experts and fahling thee oneary blitd o

mustbe arefllyconiderd b thepolcy-facilitate the restoration and balanced growthmust be carefully considered by the policy-ofieraoa rd.Aprps rfedy
shaping officials of the various countries. In of international trade. A proposal drafted by
each country acce ptance of a definitive plan can dran ehnicl eer ts e Th

folow nlyu i atve r eecuiveacton.draft presents only the essential elements of anfollow only upon le islative or executive action. itrainlsaiiainfn.Tepoiin
Andeve whn ap a i fiall adpte, mch international stabilization fund. The provisionsAnd even when a plan is finally adopted, much ofte oposal are in every sense tentative,time will be consumed in gathering personnel of the prpslaeiTvrysnetn~ietimewil beconume m gthemg rsonelintende as a basis for discussion and exchangeand in establishing an organization before an ited asa ssfodscsonndxhng

international institution for monetary coopera- of views. Obviously, there are many details

tion can begin effective work, that have been omitted and that can be better
There is another important reason for initiat- formulated after there is agreement on the

ing now concrete discussions of specific pro- general principles.
posals. A plan for international monetary co- It is recognized that an international stabili-
operation can be a factor in winning the war. zation fund is only one of the instrumentalities
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POSTWAR INTERNATIONAL MONETARY STABILIZATION

which may be needed in the field of international II. Composition of the Fund
economic cooperation. Other agencies are also I. The Fund shall consist of gold, currencies
needed to provide capital for postwar recon- of member countries, and securities of member
struction and development, to provide funds for ernments.
rehabilitation and relief, and to promote stabil- govenment
ity inithe prices of primary international comn- 2.Eahotemmbrcurishllub
modit ies. Th ere is a strong temptation to scribe a specified amount which will be called

its quota. The aggregate of quotas of the mem-
embrace within a single international agency the ber countries shall be the equivalent of at least
responsibility for dealing with these and other 5 billion dollars.international economic problems. We believe,howevethatinternational economic prbes. i The quota for each member country shall be
however, that iternational economic nstitu- determined by an agreed upon formula. The
tions can operate more effectively if they are not formula should give due weight to the important
burdened with important but extraneous duties factors relevant to the determination of uotas
for which they have not been devised and for e.g., a country's holdins of gold and oreign,
which they are unsuited. For example, the exchange, the magnitude of the fluctuations in
highly specialized nature of international mone- its balance of international payments, and its
tary stabilization and the provision of long- national income.
term capital would seem to call for separate 3. Each member country shall provide the
institutions, each designed to deal with its dis- Fund with 50 per cent of its uota on or before
tinct problems. .the date set by the Board of Directors of the

It should be emphasized that the appended Fund on which the Fund's operations are to
drift deals only with an international stabili-
zation fund. It is anticipated that there will begin.
also be submitted for consideration a preliminary 4. The initial payment of each member coun-

draft of a proposal for an international agency try (consisting of 5o per cent of its quota) shall

whose function will be to provide capital for be 12:.5 r cent of its quota in gold, 12..5 per
reconstruction and development. It is hoped cent in local currency, and 25 per cent in its

that the appended draft will call forth from the own (i.e., government) securities. However,

experts of the United Nations, critical comment any country havig less than 300 million dollars
an constructive suggestions. It is our belief in gold need provide initially only 7.5 per cent

that a workable and acceptable plan can emerge of its quota in gold, and any country having
only from the joint efforts of the United Nations. less than 100 million dollars in gold need pro-

vide initially only 5 per cent of its quota in gold,
PRELIMINARY DRAFT OUTLINE OF PROPOSAL FOR A the contributions of local currency being in-

UNITED AND AsSOCIATED NATIONS creased correspondingly. A country may, at
STABILIZATION FUND its option, substitute gold for its local currency

or securities in meeting its quota requirement.
I. Purposes of the Fund 5. The member countries of the Fund may be

I. To stabilize the foreign exchange rates of called upon to make further provision toward
the currencies of the United Nations and nations meeting their quotas pro rata at such times, i
associated with them. such amounts, and in such form as the Board of

2. To shorten the periods and lessen the degree Directors of the Fund may determine, provided

of disequilibrium in the international balance of that the proportion of gold called for shall not

payments of member countries, exceed the proportions indicated in 11-4 above,

3. To help create conditions under which the and provided that a four-fifths vote of the Board
smooth flow of foreign trade and of productive shall be required for subsequent calls to meet

capital among the member countries will be quotas.
fostered. 6. Any changes in the quotas of member

4. To facilitate the effective utilization of the countries shall be made only with the approval

abnormal foreign balances accumulating in some of a four-fifths vote of the Board.
countries as a consequence of the war situation. III. Powers and Operations

5. To reduce the use of foreign exchange con-
trols that interfere with world trade and the The Fund shall have the following powers:
international flow of productive capital. I. To buy, sell, and hold gold, currencies,

6. To help eliminate bilateral exchange clear- bills of exchange, and government securities of
ing arrangements, multiple currency devices, and member countries; to accept deposits and to
discriminatory foreign exchange practices. earmark gold; to issue its own obligations, and



POSTWAR INTERNATIONAL MONETARY STABILIZATION

to discount or offer them for sale in member tions prescribed by the Board of Directors.
countries; and to act as a clearing house for the This provision does not apply to currencies
settling of international movements of balances, acquired under 111-9 below.
bills of exchange, and gold. d. When a member country is exhausting its

All member countries agree that all of the quota more rapidly than is warranted in
local currency holdings shall be free from any the judgment of the Board of Directors,
restrictions as to their use. This provision does the Board may place such conditions upon
not apply to abnormal war balances acquired in additional sales of foreign exchange to
accordance with the provisions of 111-9, below. that country as it deems to be in the general

2. To fix the rates at which it will buy and interest of the Fund.
sell one member's currency for another, and the e. A charge at the rate of i per cent per
rates in local currencies at which it will buy annum, payable in gold, shall be levied
and sell gold. The guiding principle in the against any member country on the amount
fixing of such rates shall be stability in exchange of its currency held by the Fund in excess
relationships. Changes in these rates shall be of the quota of that country. Abnormal
considered only when essential to correction of a war balances acquired by the Fund (in
fundamental disequilibrium and be permitted accordance with 111-9 below) shall not be
only with the approval of four-fifths of member included in the computed balance of local
votes. currency used as a basis for this charge.

3. To sell to the Treasury of any member f. When the Fund's holdings of the local
country (or stabilization fund or central bank currency of a member country exceed the
acting as its agent) at a rate of exchange de- quota of that country, upon request by the
termined by the Fund, currency of any member member country, the Fund shall resell to
country which the Fund holds, provided that: the member country the Fund's excess

a. The foreign exchange demanded from the holdings of the currency of that country
Fund is required to meet an adverse balance for gold or acceptable foreign exchange.
of payments on current account with the 4. The right of a member country to purchase
country whose currency is being demanded. foreign exchange from the Fund with its local

b. The Fund's holdings of the currency of any currency for the purpose of meeting an adverse
member country shall not exceed during balance of payments on current account is recog-
the first year of the operation of the Fund, nized only to the extent of its quota, subject to
the quota of that country; it shall not the limitation in 111-3 above and 111-7 below.
exceed during the first two years i5o per 5. With the approval of four-fifths of the
cent of such quota; and thereafter it shall member votes, the Fund in exceptional circum-
not exceed 2.oo per cent of such quota; stances may sell foreign exchange to a member
except that upon approval by four-fifths country to facilitate transfer of capital, or re-
of the member votes, the Fund may pur- payment or adjustment of foreign debts, when
chase any local currency in excess of these in the judgment of the Board such a transfer is
limits, provided that at least one of the desirable from the point of view of the general
following two conditions is met: international economic situation.
i. The country whose currency is being 6. When the Fund's holdings of any particular

acquired by the Fund agrees to adopt currency drop below 15 per cent of the quota of
and carry out measures recommended that country, and after the Fund has used for
by the Fund designed to correct the additional purchases of that currency,
disequilibrium in the country's balance (a) Gold in an amount equal to the country's
of payments, or contribution of gold to the Fund, and

ii. It is believed that the balance of pay- (b) The country's obligations originally con-
ments of the country whose currency is tributed,
being acquired by the Fund will be such the Fund has the authority and the duty to
as to warrant the expectation that the render to the country a report embodying an
excess currency holdings of the Fund analysis of the causes of the depletion of its
can be disposed of within a reasonable holdings of that currency, a forecast of the
time. prospective balance of payments in the absence

c. When the Fund's net holdings of any local of special measures, and finally, recommen-
currency exceed the quota for that country, dations designed to increase the Fund's holdings
the country shall deposit with the Fund a of that currency. The Board. member of the
special reserve in accordance with regula- country in question should be a member of the

3



POSTWAR INTERNATIONAL MONETARY STABILIZATION

Fund, committee appointed to draft the report. 9. To buy from the governments of member
This report should be sent to all member coun- countries, abnormal war balances held in other
tries and, if deemed desirable, made public. countries, provided all the following conditions

Member countries agree that they will give are met:
immediate and careful attention to recommenda- a. The abnormal war balances are in member
tions made by the Fund. countries and are reported as such (for the

7. Whenever it becomes evident to the Board purpose of this provision) by the member
of Directors that the anticipated demand for any government on date of its becoming a
particular currency may soon exhaust the Fund's member.
holdings of that currency, the Board of Direc- b. The country selling the abnormal war
tors of the Fund shall inform the member coun- balances to the Fund agrees to transfer
tries of the probable supply of this currency and these balances to the Fund and to repur-
of a proposed method for its equitable distribu- chase from the Fund 40 per cent of them
tion, together with suggestions for helping to (at the same price) with gold or such free
equate the anticipated demand and supply for currencies as the Fund may wish to accept,
the currency. at the rate of 2 per cent of the transferred

The Fund shall make every effort to increase balances each year for 2o years beginning
the supply of the scarce currency by acquiring not later than 3 years after the date of
that currency from the foreign balances of mem- transfer.
ber countries. The Fund may make special c. The country in which the abnormal war
arrangements with any member country for the balances are held agrees to the transfer to
purpose of providing an emergency supply under the Fund of the balances described in (b)
appropriate conditions which are acceptable to above, and to repurchase from the Fund
both the Fund and the member country. 40 per cent of them (at the same price)

The privilege of any country to acquire an with gold or such currencies as the Fund
amount of other currencies equal to or in excess may wish to accept, at the rate of 2. per
of its quota shall be limited by the necessity of cent of the transferred balances each year
assuring an appropriate distribution among the for 2o years beginning not later than 3
various members of any currency the supply of years after the date of transfer.
which is being exhausted. The Fund shall d. A charge of i per cent, payable in gold,
apportion its sales of such scarce currency. In shall be levied against the country selling
such apportionment, it shall be guided by the its abnormal war balances and against the
principle of satisfying the most urgent needs country in which the balances are held.
from the point of view of the general inter- In addition a charge of i per cent, payable
national economic situation. It shall also con- in gold, shall be levied annually against
sider the special needs and resources of the them on the amount of such balances re-
particular countries making the request for the maining to be repurchased by each country.
scarce currency. e. If the country selling abnormal war bal-

8. In order to promote the most effective use ances to the Fund asks for foreign exchange
of the available and accumulating supply of rather than local currency, the request will
foreign exchange resources of member countries, not be granted unless the country needs the
each member country agrees that it will offer foreign exchange for the purpose of meeting
to sell to the Fund, for its local currency or for an adverse balance of payments not arising
foreign currencies which it needs, all foreign from the acquisition of gold, the accumula-
exchange and gold it acquires in excess of the tion of foreign balances, or other capital
amount it possessed immediately after joining transactions.
the Fund. For the purpose of this provision, f. Either country may, at its option, increase
including -computations, only free foreign ex- the amount it repurchases annually But,
change and gold are considered. The Fund may in the case of the country selling abnormal
accept or reject the offer. war balances to the Fund, not more than

To help achieve this objective each member 2. per cent per annum of the original sum'
country agrees to discourage the unnecessary taken over by the Fund shall become free,
accumulation of foreign balances-by its nation- and only after 3 years shall have elapsed
als. The Fund shall inform any member coun- since the sale of the balances to the Fund.
try when, in its opinion, any further growth of g. The Fund has the privilege of disposing of
privately-held foreign balances appears un- any of its holdings of abnormal war bal-
warranted. ances as free funds after the 23-year period

4
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is passed, or sooner under the following to 75 per cent of the currency of that country
conditions: held by the Fund, provided such loan is approved
i. its holdings of the free funds of. the by four-fifths of the member votes.

country in which the balances are held 15. To levy upon member countries a pro
fall below 15 per cent of its quota; or rata share of the expenses of operating the Fund,

ii. the approval is obtained of the country payable in local currency, not to exceed - per
in which the balances are held. cent per annum of the quota of each country.

h. The country in which the abnormal war The levy may be made only to the extent that
balances are held agrees not to impose any the earnings of the Fund are inadequate to meet
restrictions on the use of the instalments its current expenses, and only with the approval
of the 4o per cent portion gradually re- of four-fifths of the member votes.
purchased by the country which sold the The Fund shall make a service charge of
balances to the Fund. Y4 per cent or more on all exchange and gold

i. The Fund agrees not to sell the abnormal transactions.
war balances acquired under the above 16. The Fund shall deal only with or through
authority, except with the permission or a. The treasuries, stabilization funds, or fiscal
at the request of the country in which the agents of member governments;
balances are being held. The Fund may b. The central banks, only with the consent
invest these balances in ordinary or special of the member of the Board representing
government securities of that country. the country in question; and
The Fund shall be free to sell such securi- c. Any international banks owned predomi-
ties in any country provided that the ap- nantly by member governments.
proval of the issuing government is first The Fund may, nevertheless, with the approval
obtained. of the member of the Board representing the

j. The Fund shall determine from time to government of the country concerned, sell its
time what shall be the maximum propor- own securities, or securities it holds, directly to
tion of the abnormal war balances it will the public or to institutions of member coun-
purchase under this provision. tries.

Abnormal war balances acquired under
this provision shall not be included in IV. Monetary Unit of the Fund
computing the amount of foreign exchange i. The monetary unit of the Fund shall-be the
available to member countries under their Unitas (UN) consisting of 137 + grains of fine
quotas. gold (equivalent to $zo U.S.). The accounts of

io. To buy and sell currencies of nonmember the Fund shall be kept and published in terms of
countries, but shall not be authorized to hold Unitas.
such currencies beyond sixty days after date of 2. The value of the currency of each member
purchase, except with the approval of four-fifths country shall be fixed by the Fund in terms of
of the member votes. gold or Unitas and may not be altered by any

ii. To borrow the currency of any member member country without the approval of four-
country, provided four-fifths of the member fifths of the member votes.
votes approve the terms of such borrowing. 3. Deposits in terms of Unitas may be ac-

12. To sell member-country obligations cepted by the Fund from member countries upon
owned by the Fund provided that the Board the delivery of gold to the Fund and shall be
representative of the country in which the transferable and redeemable in gold or in the
securities are to be sold approves. currency of any member country at the rate

To use its holdings to obtain rediscounts or established by the Fund. The Fund shall main-
advances from the central bank of any country tain a ioo per cent reserve in gold against all
whose currency the Fund requires. Unitas deposits.

13. To invest any of its currency holdings in 4. No change in the value of the currencies of
government securities and prime commercial member countries shall be permitted to alter
paper of the country of that currency provided the value in gold or Unitas of the assets of the
four-fifths of the member votes approve, and Fund. Thus if the Fund approves a reduction
provided further that the Board representative in the value of the currency of a member country
of the country in which the investment is to be (in terms of gold or Unitas) or if, in the opinion
made approves. of the Board, the currency of a member country

14. To lend to arty member country its local had depreciated to a significant extent, that
currency from the Fund for one year or less up country must deliver to the Fund when

5
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requested an amount of its local currency equal consist of not less than eleven members. The
to the decreased value of that currency held by Chairman of the Board shall be Chairman of the
the Fund. Likewise, if the currency of a partic- Executive Committee, and the Managing Di-
ular country should appreciate, the Fund must rector of the Fund shall be an ex officio member
return to that country an amount (in the cur- of the Executive Committee.
rency of that country) equal to the resulting The Executive Committee shall be continu-
increase in the gold or Unitas value of the Fund's ously available at the head office of the Fund
holdings. The same provisions shall also apply and shall exercise the authority delegated to it
to the government securities of member coun- by the Board. In the absence of any member
tries held by the Fund. However, this pro- of the Executive Committee, his alternate shall
vision shall not apply to currencies acquired act in his place. Members of the Executive
under 111-9 (abnormal war balances). Committee shall receive appropriate remuner-

ation.
V. Management 4. The Board of Directors may appoint such

i. The administration of the Fund shall be other committees as it finds necessary for the
vested in a Board of Directors. Each govern- work of the Fund. It may also appoint ad-
ment shall appoint a director and an alternate, visory committees chosen wholly or partially
in a manner determined by it, who shall serve from persons not employed by the Fund.
for a period of three years subject to the pleasure 5. The Board of Directors may-at any meeting,
of their government. Directors and alternates by a four-fifths vote, authorize any officers or
may be reappointed. committees of the Fund to exercise any specified

In all voting by the Board, the director or powers of the Board. The Board may not
alternate of each member country shall be en- delegate, except to the Executive Committee,
titled to cast an agreed upon number of votes. any authority which can be exercised only by a
The distribution of voting power shall be closely four-fifths vote.
related to the quotas of member countries, al- Delegated powers shall be exercised only until
though not in precise proportion to the quotas. the next meeting of the Board, and in a manner
An appropriate distribution of voting power consistent with the general policies and practices
would seem to be the following: Each country of the Board.
shall have ioo votes plus i vote for the equiva- 6. The Board of Directors may establish
lent of each ioo,ooo Unitas (i million dollars) procedural regulations governing the operations
of its quota. of the Fund. The officers and committees of the

Notwithstanding the approved formula for Fund shall be bound by such regulations.
distributing voting power, no country shall be 7. The Board of Directors shall hold an an-
entitled to cast more than one-fourth of the nual meeting and such other meetings as it
aggregate votes regardless of its quota., All may be desirable to convene. On request of
decisions, except where specifically provided member countries casting one-fourth of the
otherwise, shall be made by a majority of the votes, the chairman shall call a meeting of the
member votes. Board for the purpose of considering any matters

2.. The Board of Directors shall select a Man- placed before it.
aging Director of the Fund and one or more 8. A country failing to meet its obligations
assistants. The Managing Director shall be- to the Fund may be suspended provided a ma-
come an ex officio member of the Board and shall jority of the member votes so decides. While
be chief of the operating staff of the Fund. under suspension, the country shall be denied
The Managing Director and the assistants shall the privileges of membership but shall be subject
hold office for two years, shall be eligible for to the same obligations as any other niember of
reelection, and may be removed for cause at any the Fund. At the end of two years the country
time by the Board. shall be automatically dropped from member-

The Managing Director of the Fund shall ship unless it has been restored to good standing
select the operating staff in accordance with by a majority of the member votes.
regulations established by the Board of Direc- Any country may withdraw from the Fund
tors. Members of the staff may be made avail- by giving notice, and its withdrawal will take
able, upon request of member countries, for effect two years from the date of such notice.
consultation in connection with international During the interval between notice of with-
economic problems and policies. drawal and the taking effect of the notice, such

3. The Board of Directors shall appoint from country shall be subject to the same obligations
among its members an Executive Committee to as any other member of the Fund.

6
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A country which is dropped or which with- The Fund may make representations to mem-
draws from membership shall have returned to ber countries that conditions are favorable for
it an amount in its own currency equal to its the abandonment of restrictions and controls
contributed quota, plus other obligations of the over foreign exchange transactions, and each
Fund to the country, and minus any sum owed member country shall give consideration to such
by that country to the Fund. Any losses of the representations.
Fund may be deducted pro rata from the contrib- 3. To cooperate effectively with other member
uted quota to be returned to the country that countries when such countries, with the ap-
has been dropped or has withdrawn from mem- proval of the Fund, adopt or continue controls
bership. The Fund shall have five years in for the purpose of regulating international
which to liquidate its obligation to such a movements of capital. Cooperation shall in-
country. When any country is dropped or clude, upon recommendation by the Fund,
withdraws from the Fund, the rights of the measures that can appropriately be taken:
Fund shall be fully safeguarded. a. Not to accept or permit acquisition of

9. Net profits earned by the Fund shall be deposits, securities, or investments by na-
distributed in the following manner: tionals of any member country imposing

a. 5o per cent to reserves until the reserves restrictions on the export of capital except
are equal to io per cent of the aggregate with the permission of the Government
quotas of the Fund. of that country and the Fund;

b. 5o per cent to be divided each year among b. To make available to the Fund or to the
the members in proportion to their quotas. Government of any member country full
Dividends distributed to each country shall information on all property in the form
be paid in its own currency or in Unitas of deposits, securities and investments of
at the discretion of the Fund. the nationals of that member country; and

c. Such other measures as the Fund shall
VI. Policies of Member Countries recommend.

Each member country of the Fund undertakes 4. Not to enter upon any new bilateral foreign
the following: exchange clearing arrangements, nor engage in

i. To maintain by appropriate action ex- multiple currency practices, except with the
change rates established by the Fund on the approval of the Fund.
currencies of other countries, and not to alter- 5. To give consideration to the views of the
exchange rates except with the consent of the Fund on any existing or proposed monetary or
Fund and only to the extent and in the direction economic policy, the effect of which would be
approved by the Fund. Exchange rates of mem- to bring about sooner or later a serious dis-
ber countries may be permitted to fluctuate equilibrium in the balance of payments of other
within a specified range fixed by the Fund. countries.

2. To abandon, as soon as the member country 6. To furnish the Fund with all information
decides that conditions permit, all restrictions it needs for its operations and to furnish such
and controls over foreign exchange transactions reports as it may require in the form and at the
(other than those involving capital transfers) times requested by the Fund.
with other member countries, and not to impose 7. To adopt appropriate legislation or decrees
any additional restrictions without the approval to carry out its undertakings to the Fund and
of the Fund. to facilitate the activities of the Fund.

B. PLAN SUBMITTED BY BRITISH EXPERTS

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT value of national currency units. . . we want to,

In Parliament on February 2, the Chancellor free the international monetary system from

of the Exchequer mentioned the need, after the those arbitrary, unpredictable and undesirable
war, of "an international monetary mechanism influences which have operated in the past as a

which will serve the requirements of interna- result of large scale speculative movements of

tional trade and avoid any need for unilateral short-term capital."
action in competitive exchange depreciation . .. On the directions of H. M. Government, this.
a system in which blocked balances and uni- problem has been under close examination by
lateral clearances would be unnecessary . . . an the Treasury in consultation with other Depart-
orderly and agreed method of determining the ments. The present paper has been prepared,

7
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and the Government has decided that it should If the principles of these measures and the
be published, as a preliminary contribution to form of institutions to give effect to them can
the solution of one of the problems of inter- be settled in advance, in order that they may
national economic co-operation after the war. be in operation when need arises, it is possible

H. M. Government is not committed to the that taken together they may help the world
principles or details of the scheme. Any pro- to control the ebb and flow of the tides of eco-
posals for a satisfactory international monetary nomic activity which have, in the past, de-
mechanism after the war can only be framed stroyed security of livelihood and endangered
after full consideration of all aspects of a very international peace.
difficult problem. It is hoped that these pro- All these matters will need to be handled in
posals will afford a basis for discussion, criticism due course. The proposal that follows relates
and constructive amendment, together with only to the mechanism of currency and exchange
similar plans having similar objectives which in international trading. It appears on the
may be prepared by experts of other Govern- whole convenient to give it priority, because
ments. some general conclusions have to be reached

On these terms it has been presented for under this head before much progress can be
technical examination by experts of the U. S. made with other topics.
Government. On these terms also it has been In preparing these proposals care has been
discussed in an informal and exploratory manner taken to regard certain conditions, which the
with officials of the Governments of the Do- groundwork of an international economic sys-
minions and of India. These discussions were tem to be set up after the war should satisfy
on the expert plane, and did not commit the if it is to prove durable.
Governments concerned in any way. It has (I) There should be the least possible inter-
also been discussed with representatives of the ference with internal national policies, and the
European Allies, and has been communicated to plan should not wander from the international
representatives of the other United Nations. terrain. Since such policies may have important

repercussions on international relations they
PROPOSALS FOR AN INTERNATIONAL cannot be left out of account. Nevertheless, in

CLEARING UNION the realm of internal policy, the authority of
the governing board of the proposed institution

PREFACE should be limited to recommendations, or, at
Immediately after the war, all countries which most, to imposing conditions for more extended

have been engaged will be concerned with the enjoyment of the facilities which the institution
pressure of relief and urgent reconstruction. offers.
The transition out of this into the normal world (2.) The technique of the plan must be capable
of the future cannot be wisely effected unless we of application irrespective of the type and
know into what we are moving. It is therefore principle of government and the economic policy
not too soon to consider what is to come after. existing in the prospective member States.
In the field of national activity occupied by (3) Management of the institution must be
production, trade and finance, both the nature genuinely international, without preponderant
of the problem and the experience of the period power of veto or enforcement lying with any
between wars suggest four main lines of ap- country or group. And the rights and privileges
proach. of smaller countries must be safeguarded.

I. The mechanism of currency and exchange. (4) Some qualification of the right to act at
2.. The framework of a commercial policy pleasure is required by any agreement or treaty

regulating conditions for exchange of goods, between Nations. But in order that such ar-
tariffs, preferences, subsidies, import regulations rangements may be fully voluntary so long as
and the like. they last and terminable when they have become

3. Orderly conduct of production, distribution irksome, provision must be made for voiding the
and price of primary products so as to protect obligation at due notice. If many member
both producers and consumers from the loss and States were to take advantage of this, the plan
risk for which extravagant fluctuations of would have broken down, but if they are free
market conditions have been responsible in to escape from its provisions if necessary, they
recent times. may be more willing to go on accepting them.

4. Investment aid, both medium and long (5) The plan must operate not only to the
term, for countries whose economic develop- general advantage but also to the individual
ment needs assistance from outside. advantage of each of the participants, and must
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not require a special economic or financial sacri- is exercised on any country whose balance
fice from certain countries. No participant of payments with the rest of the world is
must be asked to do or offer anything which is departing from equilibrium in either
not to his own true long-term interest. direction, so as to prevent movements

It must be emphasized that it is not for the which must create for its neighbours an
Clearing Union to assume the burden of long equal but opposite want of balance.
term lending which is the proper task of some (e) We need an agreed plan for starting off
other institution. It is also necessary for it to every country after the war with a stock
have the means of restraining improvident bor- of reserves appropriate to its importance
rowers. But the Clearing Union must also seek in world commerce, so that without due
to discourage creditor countries from having anxiety it can set its house in order during
unused large liquid balances which ought to be the transitional period to full peace-time
devoted to some positive purpose. For exces- conditions.
sive credit balances necessarily create excessive (f) We need a central institution, of a purely
debit balances for some other party. In recog- technical and non-political character, to
nising that the creditor as well as the debtor aid and support other international insti-
may be responsible for a want of balance, the tutions concerned with the planning and
proposed institution would be breaking new regulation of the world's economic life.
ground. (g) More generally, we need a means of re-

assurance to a troubled world, by which
I. The Objects of the Plan any country whose own affairs are con-

About the primary objects of an improved ducted with due prudence is relieved of
system of International Currency there is, to- anxiety, for causes which are not of its
day, a wide measure of agreement:- own making, concerning its ability to

(a) We need an instrument of international meet its international liabilities; and
currency having general acceptability which will, therefore, make unnecessary
between nations, so that blocked balances those methods of restriction and dis-
and bilateral clearings are unnecessary; crimination which countries have adopted
that is to say, an instrument of currency hitherto, not on their merits, but as
used by each nation in its transactions measures of self-protection from disrup-
with other nations, operating through tive outside forces.
whatever national organ, such as a 2. There is also a growing measure of agree-
Treasury or a Central Bank, is most ap- ment about the general character of any solution
propriate, private individuals, businesses of the problem likely to be successful. The
and banks other than Central Banks, each particular proposals set forth below lay no
continuing to use their own national claim to originality. They are an attempt to
currency as heretofore. reduce to practical shape certain general ideas

(b) We need an orderly and agreed method belonging to the contemporary climate of eco-
of determining the relative exchange nomic opinion, which have been given publicity
values of national currency units, so that in recent months by writers of several different
unilateral action and competitive ex- nationalities. It is difficult to see how any
change depreciations are prevented. plan can be successful which does not use these

(c) We need a quantum of international cur- general ideas, which are born of the spirit of
rency, which is neither determined in an the age. The actual details put forward below
unpredictable and irrelevant manner as, are offered, with no dogmatic intention, as the
for example, by the technical progress of basis of discussion for criticism and improve-
the gold industry, nor subject to large ment. For we cannot make progress without
variations depending on the gold reserve embodying the general underlying idea in a
policies of individual countries; but is frame of actual working, which will bring out
governed by the actual current require- the practical and political difficulties to be faced
ments of world commerce, and is also and met if the breath of life is to inform it.
capable of deliberate expansion and con- 3. In one respect this particular plan will be
traction to offset deflationary and infla- found to be more ambitious and yet, at the same
tionary tendencies in effective world time, perhaps more workable than some of the
demand. variant versions of the same basic idea, in that

(d) We need a system possessed of an internal it is fully international, being based on one
stabilising mechanism, by which pressure general agreement and not on a multiplicity of
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bilateral arrangements. Doubtless proposals II. The Provisions of the Plan
might be made by which bilateral arrangements 6. The provisions osed (the particular pro-could be fitted together so as to obtain some of portions andithero s s rtgcutar pro-the advantages of a multilateral scheme. But tentative and othero details suggested being
there will be many difficulties attendant on such following:-
ad justments. It may be doubted whether a (i) All the United Nations will be invited tocomprehensive scheme will ever in fact be become original members of the 'Internationalworked out, unless it can come into existence Clearing Union. Other States may be invitedthrough a single act of creation made possible to join subsequently. If ex-enemy States areby the unity of purpose and energy of hope for invited to joi, special conditions may bebetter things to come, springing from the vic- p lied to them
tory of the United Nations, when they have 2.) The Governing Board of the Clearing
attained it, over immediate evil. That these Union shall be appointed by the Governments ofoposals are ambitious is claimed, therefore to the several member States, as provided in (12)not a drawback but an advantage, below; the daily business with the Union and

4. The proposal is to establish a Currency the technical arrangements being carried outUnion, here designated an International Clearing through their Central Banks or other appropri-
Union, based on international bank-money, ate authorities.
called (let us say) bancor, fixed (but not un- (3) The member States will age betweenaltraby) n erm ofgod ad ace tas the (3 h ebrSaeswl ge ewealterably) in terms of gold and accepted as themselves the initial values of their own cur-equivalent of gold by the British Common- rencies in terms of bancor. A member State
wealth and the United States and all the other may not subsequently alter the value of its
members of the Union for the purpose of settling currency in terms of bancor without the per-
international balances. The Central Banks of mission of the Governing Board except under
all member States (and also of non-members) the conditions stated below; but during the first
would keep accounts with the International five years after the inception of the system the
Clearing Union through which they would be Governing Board shall give special considera-
entitled to settle their exchange balances with tion to appeals for an adjustment in the exchange
one another at their par value as defined in terms value of a national currency unit on the ground
of bancor. Countries having a favourable of unforeseen circumstances.
balance of payments with the rest of the world (4) The value of bancor in terms of gold shall
as a whole would find themselves in possession be fixed by the Governing Board. Member
of a credit account with the Clearing Union, States shall not purchase or acquire gold,
and those having an unfavourable balance would directly or indirectly, at a price in terms of their
have a debit account. Measures would be national currencies in excess of the parity which
necessary (see below) to prevent the piling u corresponds to the value of their currency in
of credit and debit balances without limit, ans terms of bancor and to the value of bancor in
the system would have failed in the long run if terms of gold. Their sales and purchases of
it did not possess sufficient capacity for self- gold shall not be otherwise restricted.
equilibrium to secure this. (5) Each member State shall have assigned

5. The idea underlying such a Union is simple, to it a quota, which shall determine the measure
namely, to generalise the essential principle of of its responsibility in the management of the
banking as it is exhibited within any closed Union and of its right to enjoy the credit facili-
system. This principle is the necessary equality ties provided by the Union. The initial quotas
of credits and debits. If no credits can be re- might be fixed by reference to the sum of each
moved outside the clearing system, but only country's exports and imports on the average of
transferred within it, the Union can never be in (say) the three pre-war years, and might be
any difficulty as regards the honouring of (say) 75 per cent of this amount, a special assess-
cheques drawn upon it. It can make what ment being substituted in cases (of which there
advances it wishes to any of its members with might be several) where this formula would be,
the assurance that the proceeds can only be for any reason, inappropriate. Subsequently,transferred to the clearing account of another after the elapse of the transitional period, the
member. Its sole task is to see to it that its quotas should be revised annually in accordance
members keep the rules and that the advances with the running average of each country's
made to each of them are prudent and advisable actual -volume of trade in the three preceding
for the Union as a whole. years, rising to a five-year average when figures
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for five post-war years are available. The deter- the Governing Board. If its debit balance has
mination of a country's quota primarily by exceeded a quarter of its quota on the average
reference to the value of its foreign trade seems of at least two years, it shall be entitled to
to offer the criterion most relevant to a plan reduce the value of its currency in terms of
which is chiefly concerned with the regulation bancor provided that the reduction shall not
of the foreign exchanges and of a country's exceed 5 per cent without the consent of the
international trade balance. It is, however, a Governing Board; but it shall not be entitled to
matter for discussion whether the formula for repeat this procedure unless the Board is satisfied
fixing quotas should also take account of other that this procedure is appropriate.
factors. (b) The Governing Board may require from

(6) Member States shall agree to accept pay- a member State having a debit balance reaching
ment of currency balances, due to them from a half of its quota the deposit of suitable col-
other members, by a transfer of bancor to their lateral against its debit balance. Such col-
credit in the books of the Clearing Union. lateral shall, at the discretion of the Governing
They shall be entitled, subject to the conditions Board, take the form of gold, foreign or domes-
set forth below, to make transfers of bancor to tic currency or Government bonds, within the
other members which have the effect of over- capacity of the member State. As a condition
drawing their own accounts with the Union, of allowing a member State to increase its debit
provided that the maximum debit balances thus balance to a figure in excess of a half of its
created do not exceed their quota. The Clear- quota, the Governing Board may require all or
ing Union may, at its discretion, charge a small any of the following measures:-
commission or transfer fee in respect of trans- (i) a stated reduction in the value of the
actions in its books for the purpose of meeting member's currency, if it deems that to
its current expenses or any other outgoings ap- be the suitable remedy;
proved by the Governing Board. (ii) the control of outward capital trans-

(7) A member State shall pay to the Reserve actions if not already in force; and
Fund of the Clearing Union a charge of -i per (iii) the outright surrender of a suitable pro-
cent per annum on the amount of its average portion of any separate gold or other
balance in bancor, whether it is a credit or a liquid reserve in reduction of its debit
debit balance, in excess of a quarter of its quota; balance.
and a further charge of i per cent on its average Furthermore, the Governing Board may recom-
balance, whether credit or debit, in excess of a mend to the Government of the member State
half of its quota. Thus, only a country which any internal measures affecting its domestic
keeps as nearly as possible in a state of inter- economy which may appear to be appropriate
national balance on the average of the year will to restore the equilibrium of its international
escape this contribution. These charges are balance.
not absolutely essential to the scheme. But if (c) If a member State's debit balance has ex-
they are found acceptable, they would be ceeded three-quarters of its quota on the average
valuable and important inducements towards of at least a year and is excessive in the opinion
keeping a level balance, and a significant indica- of the Governing Board in relation to the total
tion that the system looks on excessive credit debit balances outstanding on the books of the
balances with as critical an eye as on excessive Clearing Union, or is increasing at an excessive
debit balances, each being, indeed, the inevitable rate, it may, in addition, be asked by the
concomitant of the other. Any member State Governing Board to take measures to improve
in debit may, after consultation with the its position, and, in the event of its failing to
Governing Board, borrow bancor from the reduce its debit balance accordingly within two
balances of any member State in credit on such years, the Governing Board may declare that
terms as may be mutually agreed, by which it is in default and no longer entitled to draw
means each would avoid these contributions. against its account except with the permission
The Governing Board may, at its discretion, of the Governing Board.
remit the charges on credit balances, and in- (d) Each member State, on joining the sys-
crease correspondingly those on debit balances, tem, shall agree to pay to the Clearing Union
if in its opinion unduly expansionist conditions any payments due from it to a country in default
are impending in the world economy. towards the discharge of the latter's debit

(8)-(a) A member State may not increase balance and to accept this arrangement in the
its debit balance by more than a quarter of its event of falling into default itself. A member
quota within a year without the permission of State which resigns from the Clearing Union

II
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without making approved arrangements for the titled to appoint a permanent delegate to the
discharge of any debit balance shall also be Union to maintain contact with the Board and
treated as in default. to act as liaison for daily business and for the

(9) A member State whose credit balance exchange of information with the Executive of
has exceeded half of its quota on the average of the Union. Such delegates shall be entitled to
at least a year shall discuss with the Governing be present at the Governing Board when any
Board (but shall retain the ultimate decision matter is under consideration which specially
in its own hands) what measures would be concerns the State he represents, and to take
appropriate to restore the equilibrium of its part in the discussion.
international balances, including- (13) The Governing Board shall be entitled

(a) Measures for the expansion of domestic to reduce the quotas of members, all in the same
credit and domestic demand. specified proportion, if it seems necessary to

(b) The appreciation of its local currency in correct in this manner an excess of world pur-
terms of bancor, or, alternatively, the chasing power. In that event, the provisions of
encouragement of an increase in money 6 (8) shall be held to apply to the quotas as so
rates of earnings. reduced, provided that no member shall be

(c) The reduction of tariffs and other dis- required to reduce his actual overdraft at the
couragements against imports. date of the change, or be entitled by reason of

(d) International development loans. this reduction to alter the value of his currency
(1o) A member State shall be entitled to ob- under 6 (8) (a), except after the expiry of two

tain a credit balance in terms of bancor by paying years. If the Governing Board subsequently
in gold to the Clearing Union for the credit of desires to correct a potential deficiency of world
its clearing account. But no one is entitled to purchasing power, it shall be entitled to restore
demand gold from the Union against a balance the general level of quotas towards the original
of bancor, since such balance is available only level.
for transfer to another clearing account. The (14) The Governing Board shall be entitled
Governing Board of the Union shall, however, to ask and receive from each member State any
have the discretion to distribute any gold in relevant statistical or other information, in-
the possession of the Union between the mem- cluding a full disclosure of gold, external credit
bers possessing credit balances in excess of a and debit balances and other external assets
specified proportion of their quotas, propor- and liabilities, both public and private. So far
tionately to such balances, in reduction of their as circumstances permit, it will be desirable that
amount in excess of that proportion. the member States shall consult with the

(ii) The monetary reserves of a member Governing Board on important matters of policy
State, viz., the Central Bank or other bank or likely to affect substantially their bancor bal-
Treasury deposits in excess of a working bal- ances or their financial relations with other
ance, shall not be held in another country members.
except with the approval of the monetary (15) The executive offices of the Union shall
authorities of that country. be situated in London and New York, with the

(12) The Governing Board shall be appointed Governing Board meeting alternately in London
by the Governments of the member States, and Washington.
those with the larger quotas being entitled to (16) Members shall be entitled to withdraw
appoint a member individually, and those with from the Union on a year's notice, subject to
smaller quotas appointing in convenient politi- their making satisfactory arrangements to dis-
cal or geographical groups, so that the members charge any debit balance. They would not, of
would not exceed (say) 12 or 15 in number. course, be able to employ any credit balance
Each representative on the Governing Board except by making transfers from it, either
shall have a vote in proportion to the quotas before or after their withdrawal, to the Clearing
of the State (or States) appointing him, except Accounts of other Central Banks. Similarly,
that on a proposal to increase a particular quota, it should be within the power of the Governing
a representative's voting power shall be meas- Board to require the withdrawal of a member,
ured by the quotas of the member States ap- subject to the same notice, if the latter is in
pointing him, increased by their credit balance breach of agreements relating to the Clearing
or decreased by their debit balance, averaged Union.
in each case over the past two years. Each (17) The Central Banks of non-member States
member State, which is not individually rep- would be allowed to keep credit clearing ac-
resented on the Governing Board, shall be en- counts with the Union; and, indeed, it would be
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advisable for them to do so for the conduct of of the facilities which it now possesses for re-
their trade with member States. But they ceiving payment for its exports. In the absence
would have no right to overdrafts and no say of the. Clearing Union a creditor country can
in the management. employ the proceeds of its exports to buy goods

(x8) The Governing Board shall make an or to buy investments, or to make temporary
annual Report and shall convene an annual advances and to hold temporary overseas bal-
Assembly at which every member State shall be ances, or to buy gold in the market. All these
entitled to be represented individually and to facilities will remain at its disposal. The dif-
move proposals. The principles and governing ference is that in the absence of the Clearing
rules of the Union shall be the subject of recon- Union, more or less automatic factors come into
sideration after five years' experience, if a play to restrict the volume of its exports after
majority of the Assembly desire it. the above means of receiving payment for them

have been exhausted. Certain countries become
III. What Liabilities Ought the Plan to Place unable to buy and, in addition to this, there is

on Creditor Countries? an automatic tendency towards a general slump

7. It is not contemplated that either the debit in international trade, and, as a result, a reduc-
or the credit balance of an individual country tion in the exports of the creditor country.
ought to exceed a certain maximum-let us say, Thus, the effect of the Clearing Union is to give
its quota. In the case of debit balances this the creditor country a choice between volun-
maximum has been made a rigid one, and, in- tarily curtailing its exports to the same extent
deed, counter-measures are called for long before that they would have been involuntarily cur-
the maximum is reached. In the case of credit tailed in the absence of the Clearing Union, or,
balances no rigid maximum has been proposed. alternatively, of allowing its exports to continue
For the appropriate provision might be to and accumulating the excess receipts in the form
require the eventual cancellation or compulsory of bancor balances for the time being. Unless
investment of persistent bancor credit balances the removal of a factor causing the involuntary
accumulating in excess of a member's quota; reduction of exports is reckoned a disadvantage,
and, however desirable this may be in principle, a creditor country incurs no burden but is, on
it might be felt to impose on creditor countries the contrary, relieved, by being offered the
a heavier burden than they can be asked to additional option of receiving payment for its
accept before having had experience of the exports through the accumulation of a bancor
benefit to them of the working of the plan as a balance.
whole. If, on the other hand, the limitation 9. If, therefore, a member State asks what
were to take the form of the creditor country governs the maximum liability which it incurs
not being required to accept bancor in excess of by entering the system, the answer is that this

a prescribed figure, this might impair the gen- lies entirely within its own control. No more
eral acceptability of bancor, whilst at the same is asked of it than that it should hold in bancor
time conferring no real benefit on the creditor such surplus of its favourable balance of pay-
country itself. For, if it chose to avail itself ments as it does not itself choose to employ in
of the limitation, it must either restrict its any other way, and only for so long as it does
exports or be driven back on some form of bi- not so choose.
lateral payments agreements outside the Clear- IV. Some Advantages of the Plan
ing Union, thus substituting a less acceptable
asset for bancor balances which are based on the io. The plan aims at the substitution of an
collective credit of all the member States and expansionist, in place of a contractionist, pres-
are available for payments to any of them, or sure on world trade.
attempt the probably temporary expedient of ii. It effects this by allowing to each member
refusing to trade except on a gold basis. State overdraft facilities of a defined amount.

8. The absence of a rigid maximum to credit Thus each country is allowed a certain margin
balances does not impose on any member State, of resources and P certain interval of time within
as might be supposed at first sight, an unlimited which to effect a balance in its economic rela-
liability outside its own control. The liability tions with the rest of the world. These facili-
of an individual member is determined, not by ties are made possible by the constitution of the
the quotas of the other members, but by its system itself and do not involve particular in-
own policy in controlling its favourable balance debtedness between one member State and
of payments. The existence of the Clearing another. A country is in credit or debit with
Union does not deprive a member State of any the Clearing Union as a whole. This means
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that the overdraft facilities, whilst a relief to ferent countries may not correspond to need and
some, are not a real burden to others. For the to the real requirements, which are extremely
accumulation of a credit balance with the difficult to foresee.
Clearing Union would resemble the importation 14. It should be much easier, and surely more
of gold in signifying that the country holding it satisfactory for all of us, to enter into a general
is abstaining voluntarily from the immediate and collective responsibility, applying to all
use of purchasing power. But it would not countries alike, that a country finding itself in a
involve, as would the importation of gold, the creditor position against the rest of the world as a
withdrawal of this purchasing power from whole should enter into an arrangement not to
circulation or the exercise of a deflationary and allow this credit balance to exercise a contrac-
contractionist pressure on the whole world, tionist pressure against world economy and, by
including in the, end the creditor country itself. repercussion, against the economy of the creditor
Under the proposed plan, therefore, no country country itself. This would give everyone the
suffers injury (but on the contrary) by the fact great assistance of multilateral clearing, where-
that the command over resources, which it does by (for example) Great Britain could offset fav-
not itself choose to employ for the time being, ourable blalances arising out of her exports to
is not withdrawn from use. The accumulation Europe against unfavourable balances due to
of bancor credit does not curtail in the least its the United States or South America or else-
capacity or inducement either to produce or where. How, indeed, can any country hope
to consume. to start up trade with Europe during the relief

12. In short, the analogy with a national and reconstruction period on any other terms?
banking system is complete. No depositor in 15. The facilities offered will be of par-
a local bank suffers because the balances, which ticular importance in the transitional period
he leaves idle, are employed to finance the after the war, as soon as the initial shortages of
business of someone else. Just as the develop- supply have been overcome. Many countries
ment of national banking systems- served to offset will find a difficulty in paying for their imports,
a deflationary pressure which would have pre- and will need time and resources before they
vented otherwise the development of moderm can establish a readjustment. The efforts of
industry, so by extending the same principle each of these debtor countries to preserve its
into the international field we may hope to o set own equilibrium, by forcing its exports and by
the contractionist pressure which might other- cutting off all imports which are not strictly
wise overwhelm in social disorder and disap- necessary, will aggravate the problems of all
pointment the good hopes of our modern world, the others. On the other hand, if each feels
The sufstitution of a credit mechanism in place free from undue pressure, the volume of inter-
of hoarding would have repeated in the inter- national exchange will be increased and every-
national field the same miracle, already per- one will find it easier to re-establish equilibrium
formed in the domestic field, of turning a stone without injury to the standard of life anywhere.
into bread. The creditor countries will benefit, hardly less

13. There might be other ways of effecting than the debtors, by being given an interval of
the same objects temporarily or in part. For time in which to adjust their economies, during
example, the United States might redistribute which they can safely move at their own pace
her gold. Or there might be a number of bi- without the result of exercising deflationary
lateral arrangements having the effect of pro- pressure on the rest of the world, and by reper-
viding international overdrafts, as, for example, cussion, on themselves.
an agreement by the Federal Reserve Board to 16. It must, however, be emphasized that
accumulate, if necessary, a large sterling balance the provision by which the members of the
at the Bank of England, accompanied by a great Clearing Union start with substantial overdraft
number of similar bilateral arrangements, facilities in hand will be mainly useful, just as
amounting to some hundreds altogether, be- the possession of any kind of reserve is useful,
tween these and all the other banks in the to alow time and method for necessary adjust-
world. The objection to particular arrange- ments and a comfortable safeguard behind which
ments of this kind, in addition to their greater the unforeseen and the unexpected can be faced
complexity, is that they are likely to be in- with equanimity. Obviously, it does not by
fluenced by extraneous, political reasons; that itself provide any long-term solution against a
they put individual countries in a position of continuing disequilibrium, for in due course the
particular obligation towards others; and that more improvident and the more impecunious,
the distribution of the assistance between dif- left to themselves, would have run through
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their resources. But, if the purpose of the over- some disturbances of trade and unforeseen
draft facilities is mainly to give time for adjust- situations requiring special remedies.
ments, we have to make sure, so far as possible, V. The Daily Management of the Exchanges
that they will be made. We must have, there- under the Plan
fore, some rules and some machinery to secure
that equilibrium is restored. A tentative at- 19. The Clearing Union restores unfettered
tempt to provide for this has been made above. multilateral clearing between its members.
Perhaps it might be strengthened and im- Compare this with the difficulties and compli-

prove, cations of a large number of bilateral agree-

17. The provisions suggested differ in one ments. Compare, above all, the provisions by
important respect from the pre-war system be- which a country, taking improper advantage of
cause they aim at putting some part of the a payments agreement (for the system is, in fact,
responsibility for adjustment on the creditor a generaliZed payments agreement), as Germany
country as well as on the debtor. This is an did before the war, is dealt with not by a single
attempt to recover one of the advantages country (which may not be strong enough to
which were enjoyed in the nineteenth century, act effectively in isolation or cannot afford to
when a flow of gold due to a favourable balance incur the diplomatic odium of isolated action),
in favour of London and Paris, which were then but by the system as a whole. If the argument
the main creditor centres, immediately produced is used that the Clearing Union may have dif-
an expansionist pressure and increased foreign ficulty in disciplining a misbehaving country
lending in those markets, but which has been and in avoiding consequential loss, with what
lost since New York succeeded to the position of much greater force can we urge this objectioft
main creditor, as a result of gold movements against a multiplicity of separate bilateral
failing in their effect, of the breakdown of inter- payments agreements.
national borrowing and of the frequent flight 2.o. Thus we should not only obtain the ad-
of loose funds from one depository to another. vantages, without the disadvantages, of an
The object is that the creditor should not be international gold currency, but we might enjoy
allowed to remain entirely passive. For if he is, these advantages more widely than was ever
an intolerably heavy task may be laid on the possible in practice with the old system under
debtor country, which is already for that very which at any given time only a minority of
reason in the weaker position. countries were actually working with free ex-

18. If, indeed, a country lacks the productive changes. In conditions of multilateral clearing,
capacity to maintain its standard of life, then exchange dealings would be carried on as freely
a reduction in this standard is not avoidable. -s in the best days of the gold standard, without
If its wage and price levels in terms of money its being necessary to ask anyone to accept
are out of line with those elsewhere, a change in special or onerous conditions.
the rate of its foreign exchange is inevitable. 2i. The principles governing transactions are:
But if, possessing the productive capacity, it first, that the Clearing Union is set up, not for
lacks markets because of restrictive policies the transaction of daily business between mdi-
throughout the world, then the remedy lies in vidual traders or banks, but for the clearing
expanding its opportunities for export by re- and settlement of the ultimate outstanding
moval of the restrictive pressure. We are too balances between Central Banks (and certain
ready to-day to assume the inevitability of un- other super-national Institutions), such as:
balanced trade positions, thus making the would have been settled under the old gold
opposite error to those who assumed the standard by the shipment or the earmarking of
tendency of exports and imports to equality. gold, and should not trespass unnecessarily
It used to be supposed, without sufficient reason, beyond this field; and, second, that its purpose
that effective demand is always properly ad- is to increase freedom in international commerce
justed throughout the world; we now tend to and not to multiply interferences or compulsions.
assume, equally without sufficient reason, that 2.. Many Central Banks have found great
it never can be. On the contrary, there is great advantage in centralising with themselves or
force in the contention that, if active employ- with an Exchange Control the supply and de-
ment and ample purchasing power can be sus- mand of all foreign exchange, thus dispensing
tained in the main centres of the world trade, with an outside exchange market, though con-
the problem of surpluses and unwanted exports tinuing to accommodate individuals through the
will largely disappear, even though, under the existing banks and not directly. The further
most prosperous conditions, there may remain extension of such arrangements would be
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consonant with the general purposes of the Clear- union would merge its currency identity in that
ing Union, inasmuch as they would promote of a mother country, with a quota appropriately
order and discipline in international exchange adjusted to the merged currency area as a whole,
transactions in detail as well as in general. The and not enjoy a separate individual membership
same is true of the control of capital movements, of the Clearing Union, as, for example, the
further described below, which many States are States of a Federal Union, the French colonies
likely to wish to impose on their own nationals. or the British Crown Colonies.
But the structure of the proposed Clearing 25. At the same time countries, which do not
Union does not require such measures of centrali- belong to a special geographical or political
sation or of control on the part of a member group, would be expected to keep their reserve
State. It is, for example, consistent alike with balances with the Clearing Union and not with
the type of Exchange Control now established one another. It has, therefore, been laid down
in the United Kingdom or with the system now that balances may not be held in another
operating in the United States. The Union country except with the approval of the mone-
does not prevent private holdings of foreign tary authorities of that country; and, in order
currency or private dealings in exchange or that sterling and dollars might not appear to
international capital movements, if these have compete with bancor for the ptirpose of reserve
been approved or allowed by the member balances, the United Kingdom and the United
States concerned. Central Banks can deal States might agree together that they would not
direct with one another as heretofore. No accept the reserve balances of other countries in
transaction in bancor will take place except excess of normal working balances except in
when a member State or its Central Bank is the case of banks definitely belonging to a
exercising the right to pay in it. In no case is Sterling Area or Dollar Area group.
there any direct control on capital movements
by the Union, even in the case of 6 (8) (b) (ii) VI. The Position of Gold under the Plan
above, but only by the member States themselves 26. Gold still possesses great psychological
through their own institutions. Thus the value which is not being diminished by current
fabric of international banking org anisation, events; and the desire to possess a gold reserve
built up by long experience to satisfy practical against unforeseen contingencies is likely to
needs, would be left as undisturbed as possible. remain. Gold also has the merit of providing

23. It is not necessary to interfere with the in point of form (whatever the underlying
discretion of countries which desire to maintain realities may be) an uncontroversial standard
a special intimacy within a particular group of of value for international purposes, for which it
countries associated by geographical or political would not yet be easy to find a serviceable sub-
ties, such as the existing sterling area, or stitute. Moreover, by supplying an automatic
groups, like the Latin Union of former days, means for settling some part of the favourable
which may come into existence covering, for balances of the creditor countries, the current
example, the countries of North America or gold production of the world and the remnant
those of South America, or the groups now of gold reserves held outside the United States
under active discussion, including Poland and may still have a useful part to play. Nor is it
Czechoslovakia or certain of the Balkan States. reasonable to ask the United States to de-
There is no reason why such countries should monetise the stock of gold which is the basis
not be allowed a double position, both as of its impregnable liquidity. What, in the
members of the Clearing Union in their own long run, the world may decide to do with gold
right with their proper quota, and also as is another matter. The purpose of the Clearing
making use of another financial centre along Union is to supplant gold as a governing factor,
traditional lines, as, for example, Australia but not to dispense with it.
and India with London, or certain American 2.7. The international bank-money which we
countries with New York. In this case, their have designated bancor is defined in terms of a
accounts with the Clearing Union would be in weight of gold. Since the national currencies
exactly the same position as the independent of the member States are given a defined ex-
gold reserves which they now maintain, and change value in terms of bancor, it follows that
they would have no occasion to modify in any they would each have a defined gold content
way their present practices in the conduct of which would be their official buying price for
daily business. gold, above which they must not pay. The

24. There might be other cases,.however, in fact that a member State is entitled to obtain a
which a dependency or a member of a federal credit in terms of bancor by paying actual gold
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to the credit of its clearing account, secures a Equally, there is no country that can safely
steady and ascertained purchaser for the output receive fugitive funds, which constitute an
of the gold-producing countries, and for coun- unwanted import of capital, yet cannot safely
tries holding a large reserve of gold. Thus the be used for fixed investment.
position of producers and holders of gold is 33. For these reasons it is widely held that
not affected adversely, and is, indeed, improved. control of capital movements, both inward and

2 8. Central Banks would be entitled to retain outward, should be a permanent feature of the
their separate gold reserves and ship gold to post-war system. It is an objection to this
one another, provided they did not pay a price that control, if it is to be effective, probably re-
above parity; they could coin gold and put it quires the machinery of exchange control for all
into circulation, and, generally speaking, do transactions, even though a general permission
what they liked with it. is given to all remittances in respect of current

2.9. One limitation only would be, for ob- trade. Thus those countries which have for
vious reasons, essential. No member State the time being no reason to fear, and may
would be entitled to demand gold from the indeed welcome, outward capital movements,
Clearing Union against its balance of bancor; may be reluctant to impose this machinery,
for bancor is available only for transfer to even though a general permission for capital,
another clearing account. Thus between gold as well.as current transactions reduces it to being
and bancor itself there would be a one-way no more than a machinery of record. On the
convertibility, such as ruled frequently before other hand, such control will be more difficult
the war with national currencies which were to work by unilateral action on the part of those
on what was called a "gold exchange standard." countries which cannot afford to dispense with
This need not mean that the Clearing Union it, especially in the absence of a postal censor-
would only receive gold and never pay it out. ship, if movements of capital cannot be con-
It has been provided above that, if the Clearing trolled at both ends. It would, therefore, be of
Union finds itself in possession of a stock of gold, great advantage if the United States, as well as
the Governing Board shall have discretion to other members of the Clearing Union, would
distribute the surplus between those possessing adopt machinery similar to that which the
credit balances in bancor, proportionately to British Exchange Control has now gone a long
such balances, in reduction of their amount. way towards perfecting. Nevertheless, the

30. The question has -been raised whether universal establishment of a control of capital
these arrangements are compatible with the movements cannot be regarded as essential to
retention by individual member States of a full the operation of the Clearing Union; and the
gold standard with two-way convertibility, so method and degree of such control should
that, for example, any foreign central bank ac- therefore be left to the decision of each member
quiring dollars could use them to obtain gold State. Some less drastic way might be found
or export. It is not evident that a good pur- by which countries, not themselves controlling

pose would be served by this. But it need not outward capital movements can deter inward
be prohibited, and if any member State should movements not approved by the countries from
prefer to maintain full convertibility for internal which they originate.
purposes it could protect itself from any abuse 34. The position of abnormal balances in
of the system or inconvenient consequences by overseas ownership held in various countries
providing that gold could only be exported at the end of the war presents a problem of con-
under licence. siderable importance and special difficulty.

31. The value of bancor in terms of gold is A country in which a large volume of such
fixed but not unalterably. The power to vary balances is held could not, unless it is in a
its value might have to be exercised if the stocks creditor position, afford the risk of having to
of gold tendered to the Union were to be exces- redeem them in bancor on a substantial scale,
sive. No object would be served by attempting if this would have the effect of depleting its
further to peer into the future or to prophesy bancor resources at the outset. At the same
the ultimate outcome. time, it is very desirable that the countries

Movements owning these balances sh'ould be able to regard
them as lqid, at any rate over and above the

32. There is no country which can, in future, amounts which they can afford to lock up under
safely allow the flight of funds for political an agreed programme of funding or long-term
reasons or to evade domestic taxation or in expenditure. Perhaps there should be some
anticipation of the owner turning refugee. special over-riding provision for dealing with
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the transitional period only by which, through abouts of the aggregate debtor- and creditor
the aid of the Clearing Union, such balances positions respectively, and an indication whether
would remain liquid and convertible into it is reasonable for a particular country to adopt
bancor by the creditor country whilst there special expedients as a temporary measure to
would be no corresponding strain on the bancor assist in regaining equilibrium in its balance of
resources of the debtor country, or, at any rate, payments, would make it possible to establish
the resulting strain would be spread over a a general rule not to adopt them, subject to
period. the indicated exceptions.

35. The advocacy of a control of capital 38. The existence of the Clearing Union would
movements must not be taken to mean that the make it possible for member States contracting
era of international investment should be commercial agreements to use their respective
brought to an end. On the contrary, the debit and credit positions with the Clearing
system contemplated should greatly facilitate Union as a test, though this test by itself would
the restoration of international loans and credits not be complete. Thus, the contracting par-
for legitimate purposes in ways to be discussed ties, whilst agreeing to clauses in a commercial
below. The object, and it is a vital object, agreement forbidding, in general, the use of
is to have a means- certain measures or expedients in their mutual

(a) of distinguishing long-term loans by trade relations, might make this agreement
creditor countries, which help to maintain subject to special relaxations if the state of
equilibrium and develop the world's their respective clearing accounts satisfied an
resources, from movements of funds out agreed criterion. For example, an agreement
of debtor countries which lack the means might provide that, in the event of one of the
to finance them; and contracting States having a debit balance with

(b) of' controlling short-term speculative the Clearing Union exceeding a specified pro-
movements or flights of currency whether portion of its quota on the average of a period,
out of debtor countries or from one it should be free to resort to import regulation,
creditor country to another. to barter trade agreements, or to higher import

36. It should be emphasised that the purpose duties of a type which was restricted under
of the overdrafts of bancor permitted by the the agreement in normal circumstances. Pro-
Clearing Union is, not to facilitate long-term, tected by the possibility oT such temporary in-
or even medium-term, credits to be made by dulgences, the members of the Clearing Union
debtor countries which cannot afford them, but should feel much more confidence in moving
to allow time and a breathing space for adjust- towards the withdrawal of other and more
ments and for averaging one period with dislocating forms of protection and discrimina-
another to all member States alike, whether in tion and in accepting the prohibition of the
the Iong run they are well-placed to develop a worst of them from the outset. In any case,
forward international loan policy or whether it should be laid down that members of the
their prospects of profitable new development Union would not allow or suffer among them-
in excess of their own resources justifies them selves any restrictions on the disposal of receipts
in long-term borrowing. The machinery and arising out of current trade or "invisible"
organisation of international medium-term and income.
long-term lending is another aspect of post-war IX. The Use of the Clearin Union for Other
economic policy, not less important than the
purposes which the Clearing Union seeks to International Purposes
serve, but requiring another, complementary 39. The Clearing Union might become the in-
institution. strument and the support of international

policies in addition to those which it is its
VIII. Relation of the Clearing Union to Com- primary purpose to promote. This deserves

mercial Policy the greatest possible emphasis. The Union
37. The special protective expedients which might become the pivot of the future economic

were developed between the two wars were government of the world. Without it, other
sometimes due to political, social or industrial more desirable developments will find themselves
reasons. But frequently they were nothing impeded and unsupported. With it, they will
more than forced and undesired dodges to pro- fall into their place as parts of an ordered
tect an unbalanced position of a country's scheme. No one of the following suggestions
overseas payments. The new system, by help- is a necessary part of the plan. But they are
ing to provide a register of the size and where- illustrations of the additional purposes of high
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importance and value which the Union, once (5) There are various methods by which the
established, might be able to serve:- Clearing Union could use its influence and its

(i) The Union might set up a clearing account powers to maintain stability of prices and to
in favour of international bodies charged with control the Trade Cycle. If an International
post-war relief, rehabilitation and reconstruc- Economic Board is established, this Board and
tion. But it could go much further than this. the Clearing Union might be expected to work
For it might supplement contributions re- in close collaboration to their mutual advantage.
ceived from other sources by granting pre- If an International Investment or Development
liminary overdraft facilities in favour of these Corporation is also set up together with a
bodies, the overdraft being discharged over a scheme of Commodity Controls for the control
period of years out of the Reserve Fund of the of stocks of the staple primary products, we
Union, or, if necessary, out of a levy on surplus might come to possess in these three Institutions
credit balances. So far as this method is a powerful means of combating the evils of
adopted it would be possible to avoid asking the Trade Cycle, by exercising contractionist
any country to assume a burdensome commit- or expansionist influence on the system as a
ment for relief and reconstruction, since the whole or on particular sections. This is a
resources would be provided in the first instance large and important question which cannot be
by those countries having credit clearing ac- discussed adequately in this paper; and need
counts for which they have no immediate use not be examined at length in this place because
and are voluntarily leaving idle, and in the it does not raise any important issues affecting
long run by those countries which have a the fundamental constitution of the proposed
chronic international surplus for which they Union. It is mentioned here to complete the
have no beneficial employment. picture of the wider purposes which the founda-

(.) The Union might set up an account in tion of the Clearing Union might be made to
favour of any supernational policing body serve.
which may be charged with the duty of pre- 40. The facility of applying the Clearing
serving the peace and maintaining international Union plan to these several purposes arises out
order. If any country were to infringe its of a fundamental characteristic which is worth
properly authorised orders, the policing body pointing out, since it distinguishes the plan
might be entitled to request the Governors of from those proposals which try to develop
the Clearing Union to hold the clearing account the same basic principle along bilateral lines
of the delinquent country to its order and and is one of the grounds on which the Plan
permit no further transactions on the account can claim superior merit. This might be de-
except by its authority. This would provide scribed as its "anonymous" or "impersonal"
an excellent machinery for enforcing a financial quality. No particular member States have to
blockade. engage their own resources as such to the

(3) The Union might set up an account in support of other particular States or of any
favour of international bodies charged with the of the international projects or policies adopted.
management of a Commodity Control, and They have only to agree in general that, if they
might finance stocks of commodities held by find themselves with surplus resources which
such bodies, allowing them overdraft facilities for the time being they do not themselves wish
on their accounts up to an agreed maximum. to employ, these resources may go into the
By this means the financial problem of buffer general pool and be put to work on approved
stocks and "ever-normal granaries" could be purposes. This costs the surplus country noth-
effectively attacked. ing because it is not asked to part permanently,

(4) The Union might be linked up with a or even for any specified period, with such
Board for International Investment. It might resources, which it remains free to expend and
act on behalf of such a Board and collect for employ for its own purposes whenever it
them the annual service of their loans by auto- chooses; in which case the burden of finance is
matically debiting the clearing account of the passed on to the next recipient, again for only
country concerned. The statistics of the clear- so long as the recipient has no use for the
ing accounts of the member States would give money. As pointed out above, this merely
a reliable indication as to which countries were amounts to extending to the international
in a position to finance the Investment Board, sphere the methods of any domestic banking
with the advantage of shifting the whole system, which are in the same sense "im-
system of clearing credits and debits nearer to personal" inasmuch as there is no call on the
equilibrium, particular depositor either to support as such
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the purposes for which his banker makes outside the resources made available by the
advances or to forgo permanently the use of Clearing Union and additional to them, it
his deposit. There is no countervailing ob- might be better for such specific aid to take the
jection except that which applies equally to place of the proposed overdrafts during the
the technique of domestic banking, namely "relief" period of (say) two years. In this
that it is capable of the abuse of creating ex- case credit clearing balances would be limited
cessive purchasing power and hence an inflation to the amount of gold delivered to the Union,
of prices. In our efforts to avoid the opposite and the overdraft facilities created by the
evil, we must not lose sight of this risk, to Union in favour of the Relief Council, the
which there is an allusion in 39 (5) above. But International Investment Board or the Com-
it is no more reason for refusing the advantages modity Controls. Nevertheless, the immediate
of international banking than the similar risk establishment of the Clearing Union would not
in the domestic field is a reason to return to the be incompatible with provisional arrangements,
practices of the seventeenth century goldsmiths which could take alternative forms according
(which are what we are still following in the to the character of the other "relief" arrange-
international field) and to forgo the vast ex- ments, qualifying and limiting the overdraft
pansion of production which banking principles quotas. Overdraft quotas might be allowed
have made possible. Where financial contribu- on a reduced scale during the transitional
tions are required for some purpose of general period. Or it might be proper to provide that
advantage it is a great facility not to have to countries in receipt of relief or Lend-Lease
ask for specific contributions from any named assistance should not have access at the same
country, but to depend rather on the anonymous time to overdraft facilities, and that the latter
and impersonal aid of the system as a whole. should only become available when the former
We have here a genuine organ of truly inter- had come to an end. If, on the other hand,
national government. relief from outside sources looks like being

The Transitional Arrangements inadequate from the outset, the overdraft
X. Tquotas may be even more necessary at the outset

41. It would be of great advantage to agree than later on.
the general principles of the Clearing Union 43. We must not be over-cautious. A rapid
before the end of the war, with a view to economic restoration may lighten the tasks
bringing it into operation at an early date of the diplomatists and the politicians in the
after the termination of hostilities. Major resettlement of the world and the restoration
plans will be more easily brought to birth in the of social order. For Great Britain and other
first energy of victory and whilst the active countries outside the "relief" areas the possi-
spirit of united action still persists, than in bility of exports sufficient to sustain their
days of exhaustion and reaction from so much standard of life is bound up with good and
effort which may well follow a little later. expanding markets. We cannot afford to wait
Such a proposal presents, however, something too long for this, and we must not allow ex-
of a dilemma. On the one hand, many coun- cessive caution to condemn us to perdition.
tries will be in particular need of reserves of Unless the Union is a going concern, the problem
overseas resources in the period immediately of proper "timing" will be nearly insoluble.
after the war. On the other hand, goods will It is sufficient at this stage to int out that
be in short supply and the prevention of infla- the problem of timing must not te overlooked,
tionary international conditions of much more but that the Union is capable of being used so
importance for the time being than the opposite. as to aid rather than impede its solution.
The expansionist tendency of the plan, which is XI. Conclusion
a leading recommendation of it as soon as
peace-time output is restored and the productive 4. It has been suggested that so ambitious
capacity of the world is in running order, might a proposal is open to criticism on the ground
be a danger in the early days of a sellers' market that it requires from the members of the Union
and an excess of demand over supply. a greater surrender of their sovereign rights

42.. A reconciliation of these divergent pur- than they will readily concede. But no greater
poses is not easily found until we know more surrender is required than in a commercial
than is known at present about the means to be treaty. The obligations will be entered into
adopted to finance post-war relief and recon- voluntarily and can be terminated on certain
struction. If the intention is to provide conditions by giving notice.
resources on liberal and comprehensive lines 45. A greater readiness to accept super-
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national arrangements must be required in the mote indiscipline, disorder and bad-neighbourli-
post-war world. If the arrangements proposed ness which, to the general disadvantage, they
can be described as a measure of financial dis- have been free to exercise hitherto.
armament, there is nothing here which we need 46. The plan makes a beginning at the future
be reluctant to accept ourselves or to ask of economic ordering of the world between nations
others. It is an advantage, and not a dis- and "the winning of the peace." It might
advantage, of the scheme that it invites the help to create the conditions and the atmosphere
member States to abandon that licence to pro- in which much else would be made easier.
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